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Introduction:

“Look at how many children you can have. Now you are going to have our children. You are going to have our little Chetniks.”¹ Ziba, a 26 year old mother of two, heard these words before a month of daily rape began for her and dozens of other women in Kalinovik, Bosnia and Herzegovina.² Such an experience is not uncommon in times of war where the worst atrocities committed by humans seem to be commonplace. The chaos and turmoil of wartime not only seems to bring out the worst qualities in human beings, but also makes it incredibly difficult for the actors to be found and prosecuted for their crimes.

Human Trafficking

Human trafficking is one of the most challenging and relevant problems in modern times, with an estimated 800,000 people trafficked worldwide in any given year.³ Human trafficking has been classified as a crime against humanity by section 1(c) of Article 7 of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. This section explains that “enslavement,” committed “as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population” is considered a crime against humanity and a war crime in times of war.⁴ Article 7(2)(c) of the Rome Statute further explains that “enslavement” under this statute “refers to the exercise of any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership over a person and includes the exercise of such power

---

² Id.
in the course of trafficking in persons, in particular women and children.”\textsuperscript{5} This definition would encompass most forms of human trafficking aside from instances where someone is being misled and no ownership rights are initially implicated.

The Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children, a part of the Palermo Protocols defines human trafficking as:

The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.\textsuperscript{6}

Furthermore, the protocol has elaborated upon the intended meaning of “exploitation” by explaining that “Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.”\textsuperscript{7} Lastly, the protocol has made the important distinction of invalidating consent as a possible defense to trafficking by positing that exploitation shall include:

prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs\textsuperscript{8} [and that] the consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation... shall be irrelevant where any of the means set forth [above] have been used.\textsuperscript{9}

This definition is very specific and it includes all forms of what we colloquially understand as human trafficking. As it involves the control of people’s right to freedom, it is considered an

\textsuperscript{5} Id. 7(1)
\textsuperscript{7} Id.
\textsuperscript{8} Id.
\textsuperscript{9} Id.
especially heinous crime by most contemporary legal systems. The above definition goes to show the scope of human trafficking and how, apart from it being a crime in its own, it is an element in many other crimes such as sexual slavery, prostitution, forced labor, and organ trafficking - crimes that may, at first glance, seem unrelated to trafficking.\textsuperscript{10} Human trafficking is rooted in exploitation and has existed as long as exploitation itself has, and is still a prevalent issue that is being dealt with today.

Enacted by the International Criminal Court in order to prosecute genocides, war crimes, and crimes against humanity, the Rome Statute gives power to the International Criminal Court to try said crimes. While it provides specific sections for the prosecution of genocides, war crimes, and crimes against humanity, the Rome Statute does not directly deal with human trafficking. Instead, the Rome Statute includes provisions for human trafficking in the section dedicated to crimes against humanity, as well as having some elements of human trafficking in the section pertaining to war crimes themselves. The definition of “enslavement” found in the Rome Statute is borrowed from the 1926 League of Nations Slavery Convention\textsuperscript{11} but it is also expanded by the Statute’s explicit mentioning of human trafficking and emphasis on women and children. Though there is no separate section of the Statute that deals with human trafficking, the intent of Statute seems to encompass human trafficking as we know it. On the other hand, the Palermo Protocol provides a thorough definition of what human trafficking is. The Rome Statute would be vastly more effective in prosecuting human trafficking if the definition found within the Palermo Protocol is used in tandem with it. The Rome Statute and the Palermo Protocol should work hand in hand. This will be explored later in this paper.

\textsuperscript{10} Id.

\textsuperscript{11} Convention to Suppress the Slave Trade and Slavery, Sept. 25, 1926, 60 U.N.T.S. 253
At times, human trafficking is even used for the purpose of genocide and many instances of sex trafficking, a subset of human trafficking, have been labeled as genocidal.\textsuperscript{12} Genocide has been defined both narrowly and broadly in a variety of ways ranging from only the systematic killing of a group of people with the intent of erasing the existence of the group to broader definitions including any means of social destruction of a group through the demolition of social foundations, cultural traditions, and political structures with the intent of annihilating a group of people.\textsuperscript{13} This second, broader definition also recognizes rape as a tool of genocide and is more encompassing than the narrower definitions that focus only on murder as a means of genocide.\textsuperscript{14} This definition was structured in part due to Catharine MacKinnon, a leading international lawyer and feminist. MacKinnon was instrumental in the civil suit against Radovan Karadzic, the former President of the Serbian Republic partially responsible for the Srebrenica massacre in 1995.\textsuperscript{15} Her work focuses on recognizing that women are often disproportionately the victims of war crimes especially rape, which she has successfully argued should be considered a weapon of genocide.\textsuperscript{16}

\textbf{War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity}

\begin{flushleft}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{12} Siobhan K. Fisher, Note, \textit{Occupation of the womb: forced impregnation as genocide}, 461. DUKE L. J. 91,127 (1996). (Arguing that rape can be used as genocide).
\textsuperscript{14} Id.
\textsuperscript{15} Doe v. Karadzic, 866 F. Supp. 734, 735 (S.D.N.Y. 1994)
\textsuperscript{16} CATHARINE MACKINNON, \textit{ARE WOMEN HUMAN?: AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL DIALOGUES} 278 (2006). (Arguing that women are disproportionately affected by war crimes, oppressive laws, and that rape is a crime that is often trivialized). Karima Bennoune, Review, \textit{Why does it Matter if Women are Human: Catharine MacKinnon’s Contributions to International Law}, 46 TULSA L. REV. 107, 112 (2010).
\end{flushleft}
War crimes are a relatively new classification within criminal law. There are many different definitions of “war crimes” but the common elements of all contemporary definitions recognize the mistreatment of civilians, slavery, rape and genocide as war crimes, though this was not always the case. One generally accepted definition can be found in the Fourth Geneva Convention which defines a war crime as the "wilful killing, torture or inhuman treatment, including wilfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health, unlawful deportation or transfer or unlawful confinement of a protected person, compelling a protected person to serve in the forces of a hostile power, or willfully depriving a protected person of the rights of fair and regular trial, taking of hostages and extensive destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly." Some of the actions listed in this definition, such as “unlawful deportation or transfer” of individuals, refer to human trafficking explicitly.

Another important attribute of war crimes is that they serve to punish people for their individual actions that may have been committed by them in the name of their governments. One of the earliest examples of this principle can be found in the Peter von Hagenbach trial that took place in 1474. Von Hagenbach’s trial is considered to be the first trial for war crimes and even though he acted under direct orders from Duke Charles, von Hagenbach’s actions were...

---

21 Gregory Gordon, Comment, The Trial of Peter Von Hagenbach: Reconciling History, Historiography, and International Criminal Law, 1 N.D.L. Rev. (2012). Peter Von Hagenbach was charged with rape, and murder. This is widely considered to be the first case of war crime prosecution with some even suggesting that this set a precedent for rape as a war crime though modern law does not take this opinion into account.
considered to be overzealous and especially heinous. Von Hagenbach was ultimately executed because the defense that he was working under orders was not considered valid. The worst war crime is considered to be genocide and recently, some types of rape are considered to be genocidal in nature. Since most wars are not domestic affairs, but rather conflicts between nations, human trafficking and war crimes have significant overlap. It is possible for human trafficking to occur outside of war, but if it occurs in war time, it is clearly considered a war crime.

This paper will focus on how human trafficking works in times of war, what has been done in the past to deal with this issue, and how it can be lessened or perhaps even stopped in the future. First, the paper will provide background on the history of human trafficking and war crimes. The paper will then briefly explain the legal history that accompanies human trafficking as well as war crimes and crimes against humanity and discuss the applicable law. Next, it will look at the sociological and psychological aspects of human trafficking and war crimes. Then, the paper will discuss war crimes committed during the Rwandan and Yugoslavian genocides as two genocides that occurred within a short time of each other and that spawned two important tribunals that have significantly shaped international criminal law as it is understood today. Next, the paper will look at how human rights law has been impacted by these tribunals and various other ones and the legal theory that has developed over time as a result of these tribunals. Finally, the paper will attempt to come to a solution on how the impact of human trafficking in war times can be lowered or even eliminated.

Background

22 Greppi, Supra Note 20.
23 Id.
24 Fisher, Supra Note 12 at 100.
A Brief History of Human Trafficking

Before any analysis can be advanced in regards to human trafficking in times of war, it is important to understand its origin. Slavery is not a new concept and it has been a factor all over the world for a long time. While some slavery has been domestic, the first instances of slavery involved war captives and other foreigners who had committed crimes, as well as victims of kidnapping.\(^\text{25}\) There were not many options on what to do with prisoners of war. Either war captives were to be murdered or they were to be enslaved. After a people are defeated in war, the next strategy is to hold them down, usually by degrading them and reducing their status to subhuman.\(^\text{26}\) It was not until the 1400’s where modern ideas of the slave trade began to form.\(^\text{27}\) For the next few hundred years, slavery reached new levels of brutality and prevalence due to the perceived economic need for slave labor.\(^\text{28}\)

The discovery of the “New World” led to many territorial disputes between the European superpowers, and as a result of the need for cheap labor, Africans began to be trafficked into the Americas. Bartolome de las Casas, considered the author of this idea, argued that the American Natives should not be enslaved and that Africans should be brought to the Americas instead.\(^\text{29}\) Though he is often blamed for being a catalyst to the transatlantic slave trade, he was also ironically seen as one of the first advocates of human rights for his desire to prevent the American Natives from being abused.\(^\text{30}\) Human trafficking had a new destination, and it was the


\(^{27}\) Rutger University Campus Coalition Against Trafficking, www.eden.rutgers.edu/~yongpatr/425/final/timeline.htm


\(^{30}\) Id.
newly discovered continent of America. Throughout the world, slavery still continued in areas such as Europe, Africa, and South-East Asia but the American slave trade was not only more profitable, but also more severe in the fact that slaves being brought to the Americas were being displaced like never before since they were literally being brought over to a differ, “New World”. 31

Social and political pressures and the dying need for slave labor in prominent countries like England, led to the gradual abolishment of slavery in many places including many parts of Europe, the Americas, and Asia. 32 Vulnerability is a key element in the act of human trafficking. 33 The vulnerability of those trafficked slowly also began to decrease and groups against slavery began to form. After the American Civil War, slavery was abolished in the United States as well with the passing of the 13th amendment to the Constitution in 1865 34 shortly after President Abraham Lincoln delivered the Emancipation Proclamation. 35 Though chattel slavery was over, new forms of slavery evolved. The main distinction between the “old” chattel slavery and the “new” modern slavery was that under chattel slavery, an individual was the property of another. In the context of human trafficking, sometimes called modern day slavery, the ownership of another human is not legally recognized and is illegal. As a result, human trafficking is an underground, black market industry. This black market is however not as hidden as other black markets, with human trafficking supplying many brothels and bordellos that enjoy legal status and legal protection. The market is neither “black” nor “white” but somewhere in the Gray area between the two commonly understood markets. This “Gray

32 GWYN CAMPBELL, ABOLITION AND ITS AFTERMATH IN INDIAN OCEAN AFRICA AND ASIA 9 (2005).
34 U.S. Const. amend. XIII §1
35 Abraham Lincoln, Emancipation Proclamation (Jan. 1, 1863).
Market” as well as the aforementioned differences could lead to a conclusion as to whether human trafficking is in fact slavery or not. In modern times, human trafficking is separated from slavery and seen as its own problem. Different organizations such as Polaris have been created to combat human trafficking specifically.\textsuperscript{36} The problem of human trafficking has taken a specific locus in the media as well as global politics with instances of human trafficking becoming prevalent in recent military conflicts where the trafficking has involved, among other things, sexual enslavement and military abductions.\textsuperscript{37} The aftermath of these military conflicts has shaped international law via new conventions and tribunals to deal with human trafficking, as well as other war crimes.\textsuperscript{38} The history of human trafficking has not yet reached the perfect end that so many desperately seek but it has shaped the law in an attempt to further condemn and prevent human trafficking and other war crimes.

A Brief Review of the Applicable Law

Antonio Cassese’s work on International criminal law serves as a cornerstone in modern human rights law. Cassese asserts that “International crimes are breaches of international rules entailing the personal criminal liability of the individuals concerned [as opposed to the states].”\textsuperscript{39} Cassese explains that international crimes fall into the categories of "violations of international customary rules such as treaties, rules designed to protect certain values that are considered to be important by the international community. This would include violations of things like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, or the UN Charter. Cassese further elaborates that the universal impetus to prevent these crimes allows those that commit these crimes to be prosecuted

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{36} POLARIS, \url{http://www.polarisproject.org} (last visited April 14, 2014).
\textsuperscript{37} Sonia Wolte, \textit{Armed Conflict and Trafficking of Women, Sector Project against Trafficking in Women}, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur technische Zusammenarbeit, 13 (Jan. 2004).
\textsuperscript{38} POLARIS \textit{Supra} Note 36.
\textsuperscript{39} ANTONIO CASSESE & PAOLA GAETA, CASSESE’S INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 9 (3rd ed. 2013).
\end{flushleft}
by any state with a link to either the perpetrator or the victim. If the perpetrator acts within an official capacity, he or she is barred from the immunity arising from the civil or criminal jurisdiction of foreign states. The legal history of international criminal law and war crimes reflect the ideas of Cassese. Further, governments are often compelled to do as international bodies instruct them. This obligation comes from the commitment to protect human rights. This is the way that human rights are enforced and also how they evolve.

The very nature of human trafficking makes it a worldwide problem and as a result, different international laws can be implicated depending on where the trafficking takes place and who is involved. Specifically, what constitutes acceptable behavior during war has been a debate since early periods of recorded human history. Though war time behavior has been addressed in the past, the rules were initially very basic and constituted primarily of the notion that conquest is all inclusive, with everything belonging to the winner of a war, invasion or other armed conflict. As time progressed, before the conceptualization of codified modern law, some texts started to forbid the killing of prisoners of war. Some of the earliest instances of this include the Qur’an which favored the temporary imprisonment of “disbelievers” with the intention of ransoming them out or simply releasing them. Other texts forbidding the murder of prisoners of war include Sun Tzu’s famous Art of War and the Sanskrit Manu Sriti. As soon as the killing of prisoners of war was viewed as excessive and unnecessary, other policies dealing with prisoners of war naturally came into existence. Principally, assimilation into armies,

40 Id.
43 Id.
44 Id.
ransoming, and slavery dominated the fate of those captured in war, all of which would implicate human trafficking.\textsuperscript{47}

It was not until the 19\textsuperscript{th} century where a modern attempt to codify the laws of war was made. The Lieber Code, commissioned by President Abraham Lincoln and written by Franz (anglicized as Francis) Lieber, a slave owner amongst other things, attempted to codify protection for prisoners of war as well as civilians, focusing on women and children.\textsuperscript{48} The Liber Code’s attempt to set clear guidelines about how war was to be carried out coincided with the development of new war time tactics developed during the American Civil War, some of which were also ironically supported by President Lincoln. One of these was the concept of “total war” famously implemented by General William Tecumseh Sherman.\textsuperscript{49} This policy emphasized behavior that was to devalue and denigrate public morale through the destruction of resources. The purpose of it was to simultaneously demoralize people while starving them so they could no longer regroup. Lincoln saw the need for a codified set of rules on what was acceptable and what was culpable conduct during war. The limitations of this code were clear in that it was a national code that applied only to the United States but its contributions were also significant in the fact that it was the first attempt to codify such rules. In addition to being a catalyst to the recognition that humanitarian ideologies should not be abandoned, but heightened, in times of war, the Lieber Code also had provisions against using poison and torture. The Lieber Code was the first of many codes attempting to set out guidelines for war time behavior. Later that same year, the first of four Geneva Conventions followed the Lieber Code and since then, the Geneva

\textsuperscript{47} Levie, \textit{Supra} Note 42.
\textsuperscript{48} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{49} \textit{JOHN FABIAN WITT, LINCOLN’S CODE: THE LAWS OF WAR IN AMERICAN HISTORY} 191 (2012).
Conventions have served as a leading source of modern international law with respect to the humanitarian treatment of individuals in war time.\(^{50}\)

Next, the Hague Convention of 1899 accomplished two very important things in the figurative war against war crimes. First, the Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, one of the treaties of the Hague Convention of 1899, created the Permanent Court of Arbitration where international disputes are still resolved today.\(^ {51}\) Secondly, the Convention with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War on Land created a list of laws that address the treatment of people in times of war.\(^ {52}\) Specifically, it forbids killing those that have surrendered, the attack of undefended towns, and the destruction of other property by those that have surrendered.\(^ {53}\)

After the First World War, the Leipzig War Crimes Trials set the precedent for trying individuals for war crimes.\(^ {54}\) These trials were seen as ineffective towards their aim\(^ {55}\) but their importance stood in the fact that they recognized the need to prosecute war crimes, an abstract concept at the time. War crimes and human trafficking came back into the limelight, during and especially after the Second World War, only a few decades later. World War II impacted Europe and the world like never before, partially in part to the extremely cruel and somewhat novel practices of Nazi Germany that brought war crimes to the forefront. World War II saw the large scale collection of “undesirables” including Jews, homosexuals, Gypsies, handicapped, Slavs and

\(^{51}\) Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes art. 16, July 29, 1899, 32 Stat. 1779.
\(^{52}\) Convention with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War on Land Oct. 1907, 36 Stat. 2227.
\(^{53}\) Id.
\(^{55}\) Id.
others for the purpose of genocide.\footnote{Bohdan Wytwycky, The Other Holocaust: Many Circles of Hell: A Brief Account of 9-10 Million Persons Who Died with the 6 Million Jews Under Nazi Racism 39 (1980).} Adolf Hitler’s policies attempted to create a master race through not only selective breeding of “desirable” individuals but also through the culling of those deemed undesirable as a result of unfounded and unscientific practices such as skull size\footnote{William L. Shirer, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich 241 (2011).} As the war came to an end, the atrocities committed by the Third Reich were brought to the public attention and the crimes were so heinous that individuals were to be held accountable even though these individuals were working through the orders of their superiors.

In August of 1945, the London Charter gave legal authority to the major allied powers of the United States, the Soviet Union, England, and France to punish those deemed to be major war criminals of the Axis powers.\footnote{Geoffrey Lawrence, The Nuremberg Trials and the Progress of International Law, Etc 151 (1947).} Eventually the city of Nuremberg was chosen as the place to conduct the trials of hundreds of German war criminals. These Nuremberg trials led to strict punishments including the execution of many German leaders.\footnote{Id.} Some leaders such as English Prime Minister Winston Churchill thought it best to have summary executions instead of full blown trials, despite this assertion, the trials went on. Aside from the punishment of war criminals, the Nuremberg trials led to the development of the Nuremberg Code, a spawn of the Nuremberg principles, a set of codes that came to be after the culmination of the trials. The Nuremberg Code aimed at controlling and condemning trials involving human subjects; it was created in response to the often deadly medical experiments conducted by Dr. Josef Mengele and other Nazi doctors upon unwilling human subjects.\footnote{George J. Annas & Edward R. Utley, The Nazi Doctors and the Nuremberg Code: Human Rights in Human Experimentation: Human Rights in Human Experimentation 228 (1992).} These crimes were considered to be war crimes and are now considered when subsequent war crime tribunals take place.
In the late 20th Century, the Bosnian war and subsequent genocide saw further development in international criminal law. This conflict saw the mass raping of thousands of Muslim women by Serbian forces with the intent of purging the Muslims from the land that was Yugoslavia. Since Yugoslavia was one nation composed of ethnically and theologically different territories, international criminal law might not have reached the crimes committed by the Serbs upon the Bosnians. As a result of the war crimes committed during the Bosnian war, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (from here on ITCY) was created. The Tribunal found, in the Prosecutor v. Tadic case, that grave breaches such as rape and slavery apply to civil armed conflicts in addition to international conflicts.61 Catharine MacKinnon’s position that women are disproportionately affected by war crimes, especially human trafficking has gained full momentum and has been instrumental in the recognition of mass rape as an instrument of genocide. The treatment of prisoners of war and civilians during war time continued to grow with the tribunal for Rwanda where rape as genocide was recognized.

In addition, many tribunals and conventions have been created in places like Sierra Leone and Cambodia in order to punish those responsible for war crimes, which often involve human trafficking. These tribunals have risen in order to deal with the specific troubles of those regions and their accompanying conflicts. These tribunals lean on their predecessors and other treaties and treatises that have been written in response to conflicts worldwide. Many of these conflicts have been classified as genocides, and human trafficking has played a crucial role in the commission of these genocides.62

62 CHALK, Supra Note 13 at 16.
Psychology and Sociology of Human Trafficking and War Crimes

To best address the problem of human trafficking in war times, it is important to look at the psycho-sociological reasons behind why war crimes happen. War happens for many reasons and it often happens because of some territorial dispute or because a certain group feels they are being mistreated by another group, amongst other reasons.\textsuperscript{63} No matter the cause, war sees an intensification of nationalism, extreme propaganda, and complete demonization of the enemy.\textsuperscript{64} The psychological molding of a group creates a cohesive group identity for the group and “otherises” or separates the opposing party by imposing on them phantom qualities based on pre-existing stereotypes and newly formed biases.\textsuperscript{65} This clear split in identity is also responsible for people, including those that would be labeled as war criminals, following orders from their superiors. This poses a logistical problem in trying war criminals since their propensity to follow orders might not necessarily make the morally culpable. The famous Milgram experiment conducted by Stanley Milgram had volunteers ask a series of questions to what they thought were other volunteers. The ones asking the questions were told to administer an electric shock to the ones answering the questions if the answers were not correct. The answering parties were in fact actors that were told to act as if they were suffering from the pain. The experiment found that most people would administer shocks up to deadly levels if they were reinforced by an authority figure and told they would not be blamed. It was opined that this explained the otherwise “inexplicable” actions of Nazi generals acting under direct orders to exterminate

\textsuperscript{63} GREG CASHMAN & LEONARD C. ROBINSON, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CAUSES OF WAR: PATTERNS OF INTERSTATE CONFLICT FROM WORLD WAR I TO IRAQ 22 (2007).
\textsuperscript{64} GERARD GIORDANO, WARTIME SCHOOLS: HOW WORLD WAR II CHANGED AMERICAN EDUCATION 40-41 (2004).
\textsuperscript{65} CHARLES HORTON COOLEY, ON SELF AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION (1998). Arguing that an individual’s perception of themselves is defined by how others see the individual. In turn, the individual behaves in ways that propagate the perceptions of others.
prisoners in concentration camps.\textsuperscript{66} Subsequent legal theory, including the definition of the phrase “war crime” ignores the psychological findings of Stanley Milgram as a mitigating factor in determining the culpability of heinous acts in times of war, even if said acts were done under supervision or under direct order.\textsuperscript{67}

Psychological effects not only affect people during a conflict but also in the stages after the conflict. One of the gravest psychological effects of war is the commonly cited Post Traumatic Stress Disorder or PTSD. PTSD not only affects soldiers but civilian victims as well.\textsuperscript{68} Psychological trauma, like PTSD, can occur as an extension of physical trauma.\textsuperscript{69} The physical act of rape, for instance, obviously traumatizes the body and it is this physical trauma that can lead to psychological trauma as well as “social trauma.”\textsuperscript{70} Social trauma occurs when large scale traumatic events are so severe that usual coping mechanisms have little to no effect on the victims.\textsuperscript{71} The trauma of rape is not only psychological and physical but in some cases raises social problems for its victims. The traditions of some Muslim families in Bosnia and Kosovo treat rape as a great shame and as the problem of the victim.\textsuperscript{72} In some instances, the social trauma is so severe that it results in exiling from the community, suicide, or even the victim being murdered by their own family.\textsuperscript{73} Whereas a single, independent instance of rape might be viewed with some discretion, the large scale rapes create a different social construct and new, sometimes deadly, coping mechanisms. An example of this could be found in the story of an

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{66} \textsc{Stanley Milgram}, \textit{Obedience to Authority: An Experimental View} (2009).
\item \textsuperscript{67} \textsc{Cassese}, \textit{Supra} Note 39
\item \textsuperscript{68} \textsc{G C Davis} & \textsc{N Breslau}, \textit{Post-traumatic stress disorder in victims of civilian trauma and criminal violence, 17 Psychiatry. Clinical. N. Am. 289, 289} (1994).
\item \textsuperscript{69} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{70} \textsc{Jeffrey C. Alexander}, \textit{Trauma: A Social Theory} 2 (2013).
\item \textsuperscript{71} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{72} \textsc{Helena Goscilo} & \textsc{Yana Hashamova}, \textit{Embracing Arms: Cultural Representation of Slavic and Balkan Women in War} 234 (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{73} \textsc{Kimberly Barrett} & \textsc{William George}, \textit{Race, Culture, Psychology, and Law} 212 (2005).
\end{itemize}
anonymous Kosovar Albanian girl who, after being repeatedly raped in front of her father, was sent to join the Kosovo Liberation Army so she could seek revenge for what had happened to her. Her actual revenge or even her probable death would serve as redemption not only for her, but also for her family and clan.74

Psychology has also been used as a tool to control groups of people and further genocidal ideas and practices.75 In genocidal conflicts, psychology might be more prevalent since the end goal is to exterminate a people. Two particular genocidal conflicts can be found in the Bosnian war and the Rwandan genocide. The Bosnian war and the Rwandan genocide led to the implementation of the ICTY and the International Tribunal for Rwanda respectively. By looking into these very recent conflicts and the tribunals they created, we can better assess what the next step is in combating war crimes and human trafficking in the future. Comparing the two is also important because it allows us to analyze how the two ongoing tribunals have affected each other as well as international criminal law.

Recent Conflicts and Their Repercussions

**Human Trafficking as a War Crime in the Bosnian War**

Since the early 1990’s, human trafficking has been an issue in the Balkans.76 Starting with the Bosnian War which took place from 1992 till 1995 and continuing with Kosovo in the late 90’s and early 2000’s, the Balkans have seen a lot of turmoil and a lot of bloodshed as well

---

75 MILGRAM, *Supra* Note 66.
as crimes involving human trafficking.77 Principally a territorial conflict between the Bosnians and the Serbs over Bosnia and Herzegovina’s independence, the war evolved to include ethnic cleansing and even the use of systematic mass rapes in order to control, and effectively commit genocide, on the predominantly Muslim population of Bosnia under the guise of creating a “unified Yugoslavia.”78 Until the Slavic migration in the 7th century, the majority of the Balkans were under Byzantine rule.79 The Slavs eventually took a foothold in the Balkans and later developed into Yugoslavia. After the Ottoman invasion of the Balkans which took place in the 1300’s, the Islamic influence of the Ottoman Empire was introduced to many of the divided states that would compose Yugoslavia.80 One of these states was Bosnia (now Bosnia-Herzegovina). Some Bosnians willingly converted to Islam while others maintained their Christian faith, a vestige of the Byzantine Empire.81 This theological divide, over the years, led to many disputes involving land and religion. In the late 19th century, Yugoslavia, a predominantly Christian nation began an attempt to “cleanse” the Muslim population of the region, beginning with the Yugoslavian territory of Bosnia, and eventually moving on to Kosovo, a territory historically belonging to Albania and mostly inhabited by Albanians.82 Human trafficking came as a result of the rapes and the ethnic cleansing during the war since people were often taken by force to different areas of Bosnia and Serbia in order to be systematically raped and murdered.83
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The conflict involved the displacement of many people for the purposes of ethnic cleansing. The Commission of Experts, created by the United Nations Security Council,\(^\text{84}\), in their report, explained that “ethnic cleansing” refers to “a purposeful policy designed by one ethnic or religious group to remove by violent and terror-inspiring means the civilian population of another ethnic or religious group from certain geographic areas.”\(^\text{85}\) To a large extent, it is carried out in the name of misguided nationalism, historic grievances and a powerful driving sense of revenge.\(^\text{86}\) This purpose appears to be the occupation of territory to the exclusion of the purged group or groups.”\(^\text{87}\) It is evident that such policy would inevitably overlap with human trafficking in the fact that people are being displaced.

Similar to the goals of ethnic cleansing, the mass, systematic, rapes that occurred during the Bosnian war were designed to thin the Bosnian population.\(^\text{88}\) An estimated 35,000 Bosnian women, most of whom were Muslim, were systematically raped with the intention of impregnating them.\(^\text{89}\) Due to the driving force of the rapes being genocidal, pregnant women were often spared and were not raped, a fact that supports the rapes being genocidal.\(^\text{90}\)

The Bosnian War saw the first instance of sexual slavery being prosecuted by a tribunal. In Prosecutor v. Kunarac, Dragoljub Kunarac was found guilty of numerous counts of “crimes against humanity” all stemming from rapes that either he himself committed or gang rapes that
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he orchestrated and even ordered. This set an important precedent in labeling sexual slavery a crime against humanity and also a war crime, if it occurred in a time of war. Similar to Kuranac, many other individuals were found guilty of war crimes during the war.

The ICTY was erected to try the crimes committed during the Bosnian War and other crimes committed during other armed conflicts involving the former Yugoslavia during the 90’s. Many different people were tried and are still being tried by this tribunal including Albanians, Croats, Bosnians, and mostly Serbs.

This tribunal, which has yet not ended, is extremely important in shaping the way the world views war crimes and human trafficking. The Nuremberg Charter, which dealt with the war crimes committed during the second World War, did not include special provisions for rape and sexual slavery and it was not until the International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia that rape was identified as a “crimes against humanity.” These precedents were extremely important at combating human trafficking both during war time and in general since it places rape within the same category as genocide, the crime considered to be the worst crime against humanity. The categorization of rape, which often involves elements of human trafficking, allows for the maximum punishment to be life imprisonment, though this punishment has rarely been given by the ICTY.

While rape has been a consequence of many different military contexts, it was the genocidal element of rape in the Bosnian War that led to it being considered a crime against
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humanity. The fact that the rapes were systematic, involved the displacement and detainment of hundreds of women, and was carried out with the intention of impregnating said women is what led to the rapes during the Bosnian War to be looked at as especially heinous. While it may appear odd that impregnation could be legitimately used as a tool of genocide, it interferes with the reproduction of a group and prevents a generation from being born. In addition, as mentioned before, rape stigmatizes women and results in them being viewed as “tainted” or “undesirable.”

Some of the most serious criminals tried by the tribunal were given very light sentences despite the categorization of rape as a crime of genocide. Milan Babic, the Prime Minister of the Republic Serbian Krajina, a self-declared Serbian state within Croatia, was indicted for playing a major part in the ethnic cleansing in Croatia and received a sentence of 13 years imprisonment. Predrag Banovic, a prison guard was sentenced to 8 years for murder and rape in the Keraterm Camp. Only a handful of those indicted, like Ljubisa Beara were sentenced to life imprisonment, the gravest sentence available. This has been one of the main criticisms of the tribunal. In addition, people have argued that the vast majority of those indicted have been Serbs and that this figure is not representative of the actual climate of the war since Bosnians, Croats, and Albanians also committed many war crimes.
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war crime and human trafficking implications occurred and is still occurring to some extent in Rwanda discussed below.

**War Crimes during the Rwandan Genocide**

In 1884, during the Berlin Conference, the European superpowers essentially divided Africa as they saw fit so the colonization of Africa would not result in further disputes between the colonizers.102 This conference split the existing tribes arbitrarily and forced strangers, and sometimes enemies, to become neighbors. The land that is now Rwanda was given to the Germans and eventually to the Belgians after the First World War.103 The European conquerors assumed that the lighter skinned Tutsi population had migrated to the region from Ethiopia and deemed them to be more Caucasian and therefore superior.104 The majority of the population was composed of the darker skinned Hutus who were ethnically different from the Tutsis.105 The classification made by the Europeans led to a class difference, with the Tutsis being wealthier than the Hutu majority.106 After the assassination of Rwandan President Juvenal Habyarimana, the Hutus began a genocide with the goal to exterminate every Tutsi individual.107 This genocide began mere hours after the death of President Habyarimana, and was especially brutal, with no one being spared.108

Though the genocide was short lived, the casualties were immense, with some estimates suggesting as many as 800,000 Tutsi deaths, though this figure is disputed since there was no
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attempt to keep record of the death toll.\textsuperscript{109} Since the genocide lasted for 100 days, this brings the death toll to a terrifying 80,000 deaths per day. The Rwandan genocide is noted as being extremely cruel and swift. Rape was used as a weapon of war during the Rwandan genocide not only to impregnate women but to infect them with HIV. The Hutus would get HIV positive patients from hospitals and have them join rape squads with the intention of infecting the Tutsi population with HIV.\textsuperscript{110} There was not much dispersion of people during the genocide since it occurred very fast but people were still transported to camps where they were killed and raped.\textsuperscript{111} In addition, the soldiers, many of whom were indoctrinated by the propaganda or recruited from hospitals because they had AIDS or HIV, were transported to villages and towns where they raped and killed people that were their neighbors. In addition, many victims sought refuge in neighboring countries.\textsuperscript{112}

The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (From here on ICTR) was established, similarly to the ICTY, in order to punish the high ranking officers for the war crimes they had committed.\textsuperscript{113} Many individuals were indicted on numerous counts of crimes against humanity as well as genocide.\textsuperscript{114} Amongst these people was Jean Paul Akayesu, the leader of the Taba commune whose trial led to his life imprisonment.\textsuperscript{115} Akayesu’s trial was also the first time in
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history that rape had been successfully tried as a war crime.\textsuperscript{116} Aside from being listed as a war crime, rape was recognized as an instrument to instill terror during wartime.\textsuperscript{117} Compared to the Yugoslavian tribunal, the Rwandan tribunal has led to stricter punishments for those found guilty of war crimes. This is not surprising since one of the main criticisms of the tribunal for the former Yugoslavia was that the punishments were strangely lenient.\textsuperscript{118} While the Bosnian genocide drew worldwide attention with some nations siding with the Bosnians and other siding with the Serbs, the Rwandan genocide did not draw nearly as much attention; at times it was not even referred to as genocide by the media.\textsuperscript{119} This may be due to the short nature of the conflict, but it is also likely due to the fact that unlike the Balkans, Rwanda does not pique the interest of Europe and the United States. While the Balkans are and have historically been seen as a geographically important area for military bases and economy due to its access to the Adriatic Sea, the Ionian Sea, and the Mediterranean Sea\textsuperscript{120}, Rwanda does not have such characteristics due to the fact that it is landlocked. The fact that the Balkans are in Europe also adds to their prominence in the news as the conflict directly affects the European nations. It may be that the world’s lack of an effective response led to the trials of Rwandans handing out harsher punishments for those accused.

Comparing the two tribunals is key in understanding if they were successful and in order to generate a broader and therefore more applicable set of guidelines for dealing with human trafficking as a war crime. The assessment of the successfulness of the two tribunals can be
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extremely important should the world need to set up future tribunals for future instances of war crimes.

**An Analysis on how to Lessen Human Trafficking as a War Crime**

Before any new steps can be taken in understanding how to lessen human trafficking, it is important to view the steps that have already been taken, the history of international criminal law, and past instances that have shaped the law. The comparison of these factors can elucidate what has worked already and what, if anything, needs further improvement. Thus far, this paper has focused on the very recent Rwandan Genocide and the Bosnian War. In addition, the paper has explored the applicable law, its sources, and provided a historical and psycho-social background on war crimes and genocides. Before the law can be addressed substantively, jurisdiction needs to be established.

**Jurisdiction over International Crime and its Justifications**

The first step in lessening human trafficking as a war crime is establishing the jurisdiction over international crime. National sovereignty, a concept that an autonomous nation should have the right to self-governance, and therefore the right to create and enforce its own laws goes against the notion that some sort of international court should exist. Since there is no universally accepted body of international law, it is difficult to find a justification for international tribunals and courts that enforce an abstract law that might not be in accordance with the beliefs of the accused. Antonio Cassese’s work with international criminal law provides a justification for the existence of international criminal law.\(^{121}\) Cassese asserts that international crimes are breaches of international rules and they concern the personal criminal liability of the actors. Cassese
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explains that there is a universal desire to prevent these crimes from occurring and to protect the international rules that condemn these crimes. The other sources of international criminal law and its jurisdiction can also be found within the Rome Statute mentioned before. The Rome Statute created the International Criminal Court which is meant to try breaches under the Rome Statute. Article 38 Section 1 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice lays out the different sources of international law to be used by the Court. Article 38 Section 1 explains that:

the Court shall apply international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly recognized by the consenting states; international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law; the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations; [and] ...judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of the rules of law.

Article 38 Section 1 of the Statute gives weight to international conventions such as the Geneva Conventions as well as treaties and custom in addition to recognizing the work done by experts such as Cassese. The Statute clearly recognizes the ever changing and progressive nature of international law and allows for different sources to shape it. The alternative to a body of international law would be to ignore the crimes and justify them as being subject only to the laws of the relevant nation. Clearly, in order to stop human trafficking in the times of war, this approach cannot be taken since the people responsible for those crimes can avoid prosecution much more effectively if they only have to answer to their own judiciary. Cassese’s views are generally accepted and similar justifications have been used when the International Tribunals for
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Yugoslavia and Rwanda were erected. International criminal law is becoming more and more prominent in the world.\textsuperscript{127} The jurisdiction of international criminal courts is justified by the moral conscience and the need for peace as well. With justice comes peace; the need for extra-judicial retribution is lessened when a judicial channel exists for people to use in order to get justice.\textsuperscript{128}

\textbf{Effectiveness of the Tribunals and how they might be improved}

The ICTY and the International Tribunal for Rwanda’s effectiveness is relative as it would be naïve to expect the tribunals to punish all those responsible. Some commentators, comparing the two tribunals, have suggested that the ICTY was more effective than the ICTR in reaching its goals.\textsuperscript{129} This assertion is premised primarily on the fact that more people were punished by the ICTY.\textsuperscript{130} The two tribunals can both be considered effective as they both have contributed significantly to international criminal law. As mentioned above, the case against Jean Paul Akayesu, tried in front of the International Tribunal for Rwanda, led to rape being considered a war crime.\textsuperscript{131} This is extremely important as now rape and consequently human trafficking during war can be considered to be war crimes and not ordinary crimes committed by an individual and subject only to routine criminal jurisprudence. Naturally, only rapes that are genocidal in nature fall under this category since individual rapes are not crimes against humanity in and of themselves. Human trafficking is implicated in the systematic gathering of
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women to be mass raped. In addition, the mass rapes are more likely to be viewed as genocidal and therefore as crimes against humanity.

The Case of Slobodan Milosevic that was tried in front of the ICTY also had important implications for international criminal law though judgment was not rendered. As a result of Milosevic’s trial and the pre-trial motions, mass propaganda was taken more seriously as it could be considered a tool of genocide. Milosevic had created a platform claiming to want to protect Serbia and in this quest had fabricated stories about Serbian women being raped, had released prisoners, and had created a political climate conducive to violence. \(^{132}\) Though Milosevic’s trial was not concluded because of his death on March 11\(^{th}\) of 2006, \(^{133}\) he was still charged as a result of his propaganda and the charges suggest that propaganda could be used to incite mass terror and could therefore be considered genocidal.

One major criticism of the effectiveness of ad hoc tribunals such as the ones for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia is that they aim to selectively punish certain individuals over others. \(^{134}\) Though this cannot be empirically corroborated, the concern has found some backing in the work of prominent critics. \(^{135}\) Of note is the existence of the International Criminal Court which was created in 2002, after the tribunals with the intent to deal with breaches in human rights. \(^{136}\) The creation of one tribunal that is ongoing and exists for the purpose of punishing war crimes is a good step forward. This would narrow down the scope of the influence exerted since every tribunal involves different people with only some overlap. The Rwandan genocide
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happened after the creation of the ICTY yet another separate, yet very similar, tribunal was
created in order to deal with the Rwandan genocide; presumably, this will be avoided with the
creation of the International Criminal Court. If all relevant matters are tried by the ICC instead of
different tribunals the procedure would become more efficient since no new tribunals would
need to be created. While both the ICTY and the ICTR were good starting points, one tribunal
might have been more effective in dealing with the issues since they are so similar. The ICC
could have grown out of the Nuremberg trials and continued to deal with issues that arose in the
future in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda and now that it is created, the ICC could grow and
shape itself according to the needs it has and the problems presented to it by other instances of
war crimes and crimes against humanity.

The efficiency of one tribunal would be much greater and it would take us one step closer
to having a codified body of international criminal law that seeks to punish violations of the rules
that serve to protect the common good. If such a tribunal were to grow organically, it would
likely evolve into something very effective that seeks to both punish and raise awareness of what
is and is not acceptable behavior during armed conflicts. With a raised awareness and the
prominence of one tribunal as the authority on international criminal law, it would be likely that
there would be at least a minimal deterrence effect since it will be clear what is and is not
acceptable behavior during war. The tribunal would grow not only in scope but also in size, to
complement the need for more trials if necessary. This efficiency would allow for greater
amounts of people to be tried if necessary which would also possibly deter others from
committing similar crimes under the principle of general deterrence which aims to deter others from committing a crime out of fear of prosecution.\textsuperscript{137}

As stated earlier, the ICC was created in order to prosecute genocides, crimes against humanity, and war crimes but it has no specific section against human trafficking. The Rome statute, which created the ICC, does not aim to prosecute human trafficking but instead attempts to deal with the issue through the other crimes it is meant to prosecute. Human trafficking continues to be a severe problem for the modern world and it would best be dealt with by a separate tribunal for the prosecution of human trafficking. Since the rights implicated are some of the most important in human rights law, a human trafficking tribunal is justified. In addition, since human trafficking could potentially span many different jurisdictions, a separate international tribunal would likely be more efficient than simply using the courts and law of the jurisdiction. It stands to reason that few countries would be opposed to having a legal standard in regards to human trafficking. This tribunal would function similarly to the ICC except it would use not only the Rome Statute and its components but also the Palermo Protocol definition of human trafficking mentioned earlier in the paper.

**Punishment and Deterrence**

The International Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda were created to hold accountable those that committed crimes against humanity and war crimes in Yugoslavia and Rwanda respectively. At the core of the tribunals is the desire to punish those that have committed these crimes. While punishment serves as retribution to those that were wronged, it also serves as a deterrent to those who committed the crime and others who may be

contemplating the commission of similar crimes. A strong link exists between a heightened risk of punishment as well as increased sentences and recidivism and general deterrence. As a result of this finding, it follows that punishments for those that commit war crimes and crimes against humanity, including but not limited to human trafficking, should be longer and more numerous in order to deter individuals from committing such crimes. In addition, the sentencing should be more uniform and proportionate to the crime, regardless of where it was committed.

As illustrated before, the ICTY has been seen as more effective because more people were prosecuted out of those thought to be responsible while the ICTR involved stricter punishments. The successes of the two tribunals cannot be compared as effectively with this in mind. Keeping in mind that these tribunals deal with crimes considered so heinous that individual culpability is demanded, the punishments for genocide and mass rape should not be less than punishments for national criminal acts. Though sometimes life imprisonment is given for such acts, anything less does not seem to be a justifiable punishment. If the data on general deterrence shows that longer punishments and a greater certainty of punishment deter criminal behavior, it is very important to increase both by making international criminal tribunals more efficient and perhaps larger. Increasing the size of the tribunals will likely require more funds. If resources cannot be found, other strategies can be implemented to lower cost and raise efficiency.

Ideally, everyone responsible should be prosecuted but since this is not feasibly possible in every instance, it becomes even more important to have trials for those that can be prosecuted in the most efficient way possible. One possible way is to introduce provisions for trials in absentia.
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Trials in Absentia

Neither the ICTY nor the International Tribunal for Rwanda has provisions for trials in absentia. Trials in absentia are trials that occur if the accused is not present. Normally seen as unfair trials, these trials would be very effective in instances of violations of human rights such as human trafficking and other war crimes. The tribunals instead seem to put all their focus on cooperation between states in trying to find those that must stand trial. While this has been somewhat successful, it undermines the potential efficacy of the court. While both tribunals have been created in the 1990’s, neither one has been completed yet. With so many trials needing to take place and all the subsequent appeals, the tribunals have thus far spanned 3 decades. Since even those individuals that have been eventually found and brought to trial must have the opportunity to appeal, their avoidance of the tribunal has elongated the process even further. If trials in absentia were to be allowed by the tribunals or any subsequent international court, the individuals that do not appear would essentially be missing out on their trial. While it may seem unlikely at first glance, it would logically follow that at least some of the accused would appear if they faced the possibility of losing their opportunity to defend themselves from the charges they face. Subsequently, the appeals process would also be more ineffective once a trial in absentia has occurred. Trials in absentia can also be conducted more swiftly and can free the court to prosecute other matters involving those that are in custody. Ethical considerations in law prevent the existence of such trials but while this proposition may seem a bit extreme, justice should not take a backseat to avoidance. Trials in absentia have occurred in Rwanda for ordinary criminal matters and while this is seen as a shortcoming in the Rwandan legal system, it would
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be less so in cases of war crimes since the violations are much more severe. While this proposition likely will not come to fruition, it provides for a thoughtful alternative.

**Culpability for following Orders**

The rights of the accused should never be violated and should be preserved in every situation. This includes the presumption that the accused is innocent until proven guilty and the right to be heard. With that being said, certain guidelines should be placed on trials in the tribunal in order to increase efficiency. An important case heard by the ITCY, the case of Miroslav Kvocka, Milojica Kos, Zoran Zigic, and Dragoljub Prcac set a very important precedent that effectively eliminated a possible defense to war crimes. The case involved the aforementioned men’s actions at the Omarska camp. This prisoner camp saw the death of many inmates and all the men were found to be responsible. The precedent set by this case was that while all the men were guilty, it was possible to narrow the focus on each one and find their level of responsibility, and therefore their level of punishment. This was extremely important as it eliminated the defense that these men were acting under orders. Since they all received different punishments, the individual culpability was reinforced and the defense of acting as agents was further deconstructed.

**Lessons from the Tribunals**

While the ICTY and the International Criminal Tribunal of Rwanda have yet to conclude, there is still much that has been learned from them and implemented in other tribunals. The Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia was created with help from Great Britain in
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order to deal with the aftermath of the Khmer Rouge regime, a communist regime in Cambodia.\footnote{Henri Locard, \textit{State Violence in Democratic Kampuchea (1975-1979) and Retribution (1979-2004)}, in \textit{EUROPEAN REVIEW OF HISTORY: REVUE EUROPEENNE D'HISTOIRE} 121, 125 (2005).} Taking many similar approaches to the Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, the Extraordinary Chambers have also implemented different strategies in their structures. The most important difference is that unlike the tribunals, the Extraordinary Chambers include Cambodian personnel and are also located in Cambodia.\footnote{About Section of Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia website \url{http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/about-eccc} (last visited April 15, 2014).} Cambodia insisted in this because it thought that such trials should be left in the hands of the people that were affected. While this may be a good decision, it is important to note that an international tribunal, especially a permanent, ongoing one, would likely be more adept at handling cases involving violations of human rights and war crimes than local courts. In addition, after armed conflicts, judicial systems might not be equipped to deal with cases fairly.

Similar to the Extraordinary Chambers, the Special Court of Sierra Leone, is partially composed of natives of Sierra Leone. The Special Court was created to address the war crimes committed during the civil war in Sierra Leone and one of its most important contributions was the finding that forced marriages could be considered a crime against humanity.\footnote{Prosecutor v. Brima et al., Judgment, No. SCSL-2004-16-PT (Feb. 2008).} The efficacy of tribunals and courts in general requires resources which are often not enough to handle the large load of cases. The need for resources can be lessened a bit if the country for which the tribunal is enacted for subsidizes part of the cost of the tribunal. The Special Tribunal for Lebanon, which was created to prosecute those responsible for the death of 22 Lebanese individuals including the former Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri, was funded by the
Lebanese government. This ensured that the Special Tribunal for Lebanon had sufficient funds. Since funds are usually a problem for tribunals, this is a very effective method of gaining monies. In the event that one uniform tribunal is enacted as suggested above, a special fund can be set up and the UN as well as other voluntary beneficiaries can contribute to it.

The nuances of the new tribunals seem to show that while the ICTY and the ICTR are important steps in shaping international criminal law, they are not perfect either. With time, tribunals will hopefully built upon each other and become more and more effective.

Conclusion

Human trafficking and war crimes are deeply rooted in human history and seemingly in human nature. It would be presumptuous to assume that they are coming to an end. The trend that appears to exist, is, however, positive. While it is easy to point to contemporary genocides, wars, and human trafficking and be pessimistic, it is important to note the progress that has been made by each tribunal, treaty, and attempt to codify a universally accepted international criminal code. Moral progress does not occur in the form a steady slope but in a jagged line with many ups, downs, and plateaus. The important thing is that moral progress moves upwards. While each tribunal is a reminder what humans are capable of doing, it is also a reminder of the human drive for justice and the demand that those responsible be held accountable for their crimes. Every tribunal builds on the one before it and every tribunal contributes to human rights law. By assimilating what history has told us and taking initiatives that will further the common goal of justice, the law can only get stronger. Human trafficking during war will exist and war crimes will occur but if punishments are increased, if the efficiency of the international judiciary is
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increased, and if international criminal tribunals build upon each other, the amount of human trafficking during war and many other war crimes will likely decrease. Moral progress is an ongoing war towards perfection and while that war may not be won, a few battles surely can be won.